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SPKV/
Positioning system for coking plant machines

System for evaluation of mutual positioning

of operating machines and chambers

of a coke-oven battery



SPKV/Positioning system for coking plant machines Details of the equipment

Detail of the connector

View into the inner part of the equipment

Detail of the information display  
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Code plates
System for evaluation of mutual positioning of operating machines
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and chambers of a coke-oven battery

Functional principle

Optical sensor.

Process of measuring

Th e sensing head is fi xed to the operating machine. Code plates 
are fi xed to the construction of the coke-oven battery. Th e display 
which indicates the number of the chamber and its position can 
be located, for example, in the cabin of the operator. Traversing 
of the operating machine results in code plates passing through 
the slot of the sensing head. Each code plate has diverse openings 
which identify the number of the code plates. Display then shows 
the number of the code plate (i.e. number of the chamber) and the 
distance of the sensing head from the middle of the code plate in 
the course of the motion (in mm). 

Outputs of the equipment
 
- two-line display with a character size of 20 mm and six signal 
  LED diodes
- communication interface with information for a higher-level 
  control system, e.g. PLC
- standard types of interfaces: Profi bus DP-V0, Modbus TCP/IP,
  Profi net        

Features of the equipment

- neither dense smoke nor steam infl uence the accuracy of sensing
- resistant for usage in the coking plant environment 
  (made of stainless steel)
- automatic pollution control of the optical system and 
  head temperature
- heating of  head glass screens to prevent steam condensation
- interchangeable displays and sensing heads within the whole 
  coking plant    
- protection against misreading of a position 
  (if a board is damaged or missing)
- permitted cross-track deviation of a head position towards a 
  code board without loss of accuracy is ± 70 mm horizontally 
  and  ± 45 mm vertically (planeness of rail)

Technical data

- max. number of coding plates on one rail
- max. number of coding plates in the whole 
  coking plant
- working temperature of the sensing head

- max. relative humidity of the ambient air
- distance range from the axis of the plate
- accuracy when passing the centre 
  of the coding plate
- max. speed of the sensing head/car
- width of the slot through which the code 
  plates pass

250 
16 000

-20 (-50) °C 
to +70 °C
100 %
± 350 mm
1 mm

7 m/s
150 mm
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SPKV


